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INTRODUCTION
Little Sunfi sh is a 2019 video artwork by 
Media artist Michael Candy (Me). The 
narrative of the fi lm follows a replica “little 
sunfi sh” ROV on a surreal journey, escaping 
the fukushima power plant to live free in the 
ocean.

This document provides a rough assembly 
guide for your own Little Sunfi sh ROV and 
takes you through some of the testing/
development that lead to the fi nal designs. UNDER 10CM 
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The real Little Sunfi sh was designed to be inserted through a tube into the Fukushima containment 
vessel, and so, like most submarines, it looks kinda tubular. But one of the unique features the 
engineers at Toshiba came up with was quad rear thrusters, which allowed the operators to control 
the pitch, yaw and thrust of the vehicle. In total little sunfi sh has 5 thrusters (one for depth through 
the center, referred to as Z from here on) and one servo to tilt the camera inside the bubble head. 

To comply with the storyboard of the Little Sunfi sh fi lm project the ROV had to have an array of 
different capabilities. It would have to operate untethered through fresh and salt-water, be capable 
of recording videos, have eyelids for displaying emotion (Johnny5 style), remotely release a teather, 
capable of autonomous operation, fl y (yes actually fl y) and be able to fi t in the palm of your hand…

Several different units were built for all these complex scenes. The original little sunfi sh apparently 
measured about 30 cm. I had to build movie sets of the reactor that could fi t in a fi shtank, and so 
little sunfi sh had to somewhat match the scale of its environment as well as be able to move through 
this small space. The units i designed measured in at around 10cm. 

DESIGN
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Prototype 1
To fi gure out the thrusters I quickly 
hacked apart an old quadrotor and 
ran the esc’s via long cables. With 
some clever mixing on the remote i 
was able to steer and dive the ‘sub’ 
around my sink. This gave me the 
confi dence to move forward to a 
more complex model

PROTOTYPES
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Prototype 2
The second prototype was 
again built from Quad parts 
and sealed into a syringe. It 
had for tiny whoop brushless 
motors on the rear and was 
powered by a 1s 2p lipo 
onboard. Since this unit was 
tethered it was capable of FPV. 
Three cables (servo wire) ran 
back to the surface to carry 
Gnd, Video and Sbus from the 
Rx and the sub ran inav.
It mostly, sorta worked.. 
With more time i’m sure you 
could have a more steerable 
torpedo.. 

PROTOTYPES
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Prototype 3
This is where the scale models begin. I wanted to learn Fusion 360, so i started drawing 
everything in there. I found press release images of little sunfi sh from the side, rear and 
top, providing good reference geometry for X,Y,Z, in fusion. Initially i thought i would 
build two units, one tiny one for the fi shtank fi lming and a larger more capable one for 
the ocean and rivers. But after a bit of modeling and testing it became apparent I could 
fi t almost everything into the tiny unit.

To control the ROV in the tank i wanted to use infrared, as I had seen this work pretty 
well on other toy subs online. I was very close to using some of the more complex indoor 
rc plane kits to accomplish this, but in the end the gizzards of a trusty Syma S107G toy 
helicopter saved the day. Better yet the gyro made this little prototype track very true, 
heading straight wasn’t much of an issue and the reversible pitch channel made for a 
great dive thruster. Though with this system the sub cannot pitch down/up or reverse - 
other units would be made to accomplish these movements. 

Following the success of this brushed unit i made several more, some that used a pre-
programmed digispark and hacked servos to operate ‘autonomously’ while I fi lmed it. 
One of the most complex units was designed to operate via radio in salt water. Which is 
next to impossible… unless you don’t need to go very deep. This unit used tiny brushless 
motors, and most of the guts of prototype 2, but for the Rx i used a UHF Dragonlink 
Micro Rx. This allowed for a couple of inches of penetration in salt water, and being the 
fastest subs, this brushless unit made for some fun scenes.

PROTOTYPES
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Prototype 4?
Even more ridiculous than the micro UHF brushless 
unit was the fl ying unit. This was designed for a 
scene in which little sunfi sh was to swim upstream, 
leaping up waterfalls in the same way salmon do. 
Did I mention this fi lm is kinda funny at times? Well 
it is. 
To be able to thrust this thing though the air i 
needed to make the unit a bit bigger. Operating 
with just the main chassis the unit was quite 
maneuverable, but as more of the parts were added 
it simply became too heavy to lift, and i didn’t have 
the time to make it all work. To complete the scene 

PROTOTYPES
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COMPONENT 
LIST

» Syma S107G Micro hellicopter
» x4 tiny whoop brushed motors
» x2 1s micro lipos 
» Runcam micro camera
» Runcam analog recorder
» x4 sub micro servos (if tilt and blink in head)
» Acrylic tube
» Watchmaker screws
» Metric grub/worm screws

Let me start by saying i am really sorry 
about this. These fi les are a total mess. 

If you really want to go ahead with this, 
good luck to you! I’m sure my Fusion 

skills are worth a chuckle too.
Provided via this link are all the fusion 

fi les and a collection of STL’s 

FILES

» String
» 0.15mm printer nozzle
» 0.6 -0.8 printer nozzle
» 3m grey double sided tape
» Super glue
» Styrofoam
» Casting foam
» Mould making kit
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PRINT FILES

To keep the details on these prints you are 
going to need a tiny nozzle. I used E3D’s 0.15 
for almost all the component prints excluding 
waterproof parts and printed everything in 
PETG. this meant that though they were tiny bits 
you could really wrestle the support material 
off them. I’m sure these bodies could be printed 
on a resin printer quite easily too.

There are two cap parts that need to be 
waterproofed; these are called “bubble caps” 
or something like it in the fi le zone. This would 
be easy to do if you have a resin printer 
on hand but i didn’t. To resolve this i ran 
many tests using larger nozzles and different 
extrusion multipliers, as water gets between 
the layers. I’m sure with the right settings 
watertight components can be done with a 
standard 0.4 nozzle too.

Use plenty of support material and loads of 
glue on the printbead (for the tiny nozzle).
Props print fi ne without support.

PRINT FILES
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WATER-
PROOFING

WATERPROOFING ELECTRONICS
The brushless and autonomous 
units waterproof the main 
electronics and batteries in 
sealed enclosures made from 
syringes so they can survive 
in the salt water. Each end 
is capped with a resin cast 
part with an o-ring. To do this 
these units had to sacrifi ce a 
functioning depth thruster, as 
the syringe tube needed to sit 
through the main body.

To have a functioning z or depth 
thruster in this tiny submarine i 
went with a wet core approach 
on the freshwater units, 
meaning that i only had to 
waterproof individual electronics 
instead of creating an air tight 
core.

PCB
In my fi rst attempt of the IR sub i resin 
potted the PCB. this made for changing 
cables a real drag and since i wasn’t going 
to the bottom of the ocean it seemed like 
overkill. Next i tried silicon conformal 
coating (apparently clear nail polish will 
do) i found sources online where people 
were using it to waterproof drones against 
accidental splashdowns or landing in snow. 
One great advantage to using this is that 
you can always re-solder connections and 
paint it back. Also I had no trouble using it 
in both fresh and salt-water. 

MOTORS
To waterproof the 4 brushed whoop motors 
at the rear paste some thick grease at 
the exits to the motor cavities in the main 
chassis then insert the motors all the way. 
Once the props are added later this makes 
for a pretty good seal around the drive 
shaft. Once all inserted dowse silicone 
conformal coating where the cables meet 
the rear of the motors. On the Z or dive 
motor that you have rescued from the rc 
helicopter do the same.
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BATTERIES
Cut away all the plastic casings from 
your batteries to ensure you are 
covering the electrodes correctly, 
then literally dip them in that silicone 
stuff.

BUBBLE HEADS
This part of the sub contains 
electronic components that need 
to stay dry. This really wasn’t 
easy to fi gure out. Firstly your 
3D prints need to be watertight, 
if you have a resin printer this 
should be easy, but with a FDM 
machine it takes trial and error. 
My suggestion would be to up the 
extrusion multiplier and accept 
lumpy results. To seal these ‘caps’ 
against either side of the acrylic 
tube i found the best and most 
reliable solution to be double 
sided tape. Using the black 
outdoor 3m double sided tape you 
can stretch it across the perimeter 
of the acrylic tube and then cut it 
away with a scalpel. Hold all 3 
components together tightly for 
a while in some sort of a vice to 
ensure best results.

WATER-
PROOFING

CONT.
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WIRINGThe rear motors are wired in series and 
paired left and right. Test that they spin 
in the correct orientation too, they should 
rotate the same direction as the rotors of 
a quadcopter (top right CCW bottom right 
CW bottom left CCW top left CW), swap the 

polarity of the motor if this is not correct. 
To save space and not use heat shrink you 
can simply dab some silicone magic cream 
onto any exposed wiring connections to 
avoid shorting and keep them waterproof. 

The motor pairs are then wired to the 
main board of the RC helicopter in the 
place where the two main rotor motors 
were connected. The gyro also needs to be 
de-soldered and re-attached to the board 
in the correct orientation. The dive or Z 
thruster is made from one of the original 
helicopter main thruster motors. Rewire it in 
place of the rear pitch motor.

To power the sub i used two lipos in 
parallel, and a tiny jumper style switch in 
the rear of the sub to connect everything 
up. This is necessary since jamming 
everything in can take some time, and 
you wouldn’t want to fi nish your batteries 
before you get to shooting. Though when 
this switch was used on saltwater versions 
it severely corroded the pins in a matter of 
minutes. 
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ASSEMBLY
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ASSEMBLY
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The original sub used some 
type of foam folded over 
it. I couldn’t fi nd anything 
like this, so i decided to cast 
my own fl oat that looked 
just like the original. This is 
pretty standard foam and 
silicone casting stuff. I wont 
get into it, there are many 
prop making videos that 
do a better job than i ever 
would :).

CASTING 
FLOAT
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BUBBLEFACE
ASSEM

The bubblehead is by far the 
most complex component on the 
sub, and it comes in a variety 
of fl avours. They can easily 
be swapped between subs to 
allow for different capabilities in 
different scenes. For example, 
one might have a set of pre-
programmed eyelash movements 
(emotions) for a set scene or 
scenario, or some might be 
capable of remote operation, or 
record video.

So here i will talk about the basics of 
the video unit. Mine included blinking 
eyelashes so they interrupt the FPV 
footage, but i’m sure you aren’t 
interested in that. Though if you’d like 
you can add an automated tilt to the 
camera. I used this tiny fpv recorder 
and camera from RunCam but i’m sure 
you could fi nd others. A cable exited 
the enclosure to power all the bits 
inside, when making these connections 
i would skin the wire, solder it and 
then seal the point it penetrates the 
bubble head with resin or silicone. If 
you don’t do this the wires can easily 
act as tubes to squeeze water into the 
head unit. This is bad even if its just 
a tiny bit, as it can fog up in there if 
there’s any moisture.
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REMOTE 
ASSEM

This is not necessary, since with 
a bit of practice you will be able 
to steer the sub with the standard 
helicopter remote. I built this unit 
so i could dive with the infrared 
subs in freshwater while fi lming 
with a gopro. It also lets you rewire 
some of the potentiometers so you 
can have more control. I won’t go 
into much detail here either. To 
waterproof the moving parts like 
potentiometers I used CorrosionX, 
its messy but works amazingly 
well. Kept this project alive under 

some stressful situations too.
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NOTES

Info and fi les can be found through the 
following URL

michaelcandy.xyz
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┐║ ° ڡ ° ║\     Good luck and happy life   ┐║ ° ڡ ° ║\


